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The unfavorable effects of repositioning due to dynamic force should be noticed and reformed in the 
repositioning and nursing care of pressure ulcers

The positive effects of repositioning are already widely recognized. However, repositioning also carries unfavorable effects 
due to dynamic force at repositioning. These effects which produce bleeding, superficial necrosis of granulation tissue, 

external force depression (EF-Dp), and undermining (EF-Un) are generally unknown. The cause of the particular wound 
changes above in pressure ulcers are a result of the dynamic action of repositioning and diaper changing which directly cause 
wound deformities and also indirectly by creating dynamic forces which let the soft tissue around the wound tangentially move 
into the wound pressing and rubbing the granulation tissue in the wound. Also, the reason why pressure ulcers belong to the 
category of incurable chronic ulcers is that the delayed wound healing is clearly caused by repositioning which hinders wound 
healing. The particular symptoms in pressure ulcers are produced by the interactive abrasion and the frequent rubbing between 
the wound bed and the surrounding tissue which leaves the clues after forces loading in the histology of pressure ulcers. 

Innovation of repositioning
Two ways to improve repositioning.

1. Use of transpositioning gloves and a sliding sheet, thus decreasing shear force and removing residual force in the wound 
at repositioning.
Advantages;

i. Reduction of negative influence to the wound, ii. Patient comfort, iii. Reduction in caregiver back pain.
2. Use of a high functioning automatic repositioning mattress which adjusts to the varying body parts of the patient.
Advantages;

i. Perfect elimination of dynamic force, ii. Reduction in caregiver burden, iii. Reduction in personnel expense, iv.  
 Reduction  of medical expenses.
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